Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Differential Game Logic () provides a calculus for proving the (classical) existence of winning strategies for hybrid games \[[@CR42]\], whose mixed discrete, continuous, and adversarial dynamics are compelling models for cyber-physical systems (CPSs). Classical existence does *not* necessarily imply that the resulting winning strategies are computable, however. To overcome this challenge, this paper introduces *Constructive Differential Game Logic* (CdGL) with a Curry-Howard correspondence: constructive proofs for constructive hybrid games correspond to programs implementing their winning strategies. We develop a new type-theoretic semantics which elucidates this correspondence and an operational semantics which describes the execution of strategies. Besides its theoretical appeal, this Curry-Howard interpretation provides the foundation for proof-driven synthesis methods, which excel at synthesizing expressive classes of games for which synthesis and correctness require interactive proof. Hybrid games are a compelling domain for proof-based synthesis both because many CPS applications are safety-critical or even life-critical, such as transportation systems, energy systems, and medical devices and because the combination of discrete, continuous, and adversarial dynamics makes verification and synthesis undecidable in both theory and practice. Our example model and proof, while short, lay the groundwork for future case studies.

*Challenges and Contributions.* In addition to  \[[@CR42]\], we build directly on Constructive Game Logic (CGL) \[[@CR9]\] for discrete games. Compared to CGL, we target a domain with readily-available practical applications (hybrid games), and introduce new type-theoretic and operational semantics which complement the realizability semantics of CGL while making Curry-Howard particularly clear and providing a simple notion of strategy execution. We overcome the following challenges in the process:Our semantics must carefully capture the meaning of constructive hybrid game strategies, including strategies for differential equations (ODEs).Soundness must be justified *constructively*. We adapt previous arguments to use constructive analysis \[[@CR6], [@CR12]\] by appealing to constructive formalizations of ODEs \[[@CR17], [@CR34]\]. This adaptation to our new semantics makes it possible to simplify statements of some standard lemmas.We study 1D driving control as an example, which demonstrates the strengths of both games and constructivity. Games and constructivity both introduce uncertainties: A player is uncertain how their opponent will play, while constructive real-number comparisons are never sure of exact equality. These uncertainties demand more nuanced proof invariants, but these nuances improve our fidelity to real systems.

These contributions are of likely interest to several communities. Other constructive program logics could reuse our semantic approach. Our example uses reach-avoid proofs for hybrid games, a powerful, under-explored \[[@CR48]\] approach.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

We discuss related works on games, constructive logic, and hybrid systems.

*Games in Logic.* Propositional GL was introduced by Parikh \[[@CR39]\]. GL is a *program logic* in the spirit of Hoare calculi \[[@CR26]\] or especially dynamic logics (DL) \[[@CR47]\]: modalities capture the effect of game execution. GLs are unique in their clear delegation of strategy to the *proof* language rather than the *model* language, allowing succinct game specifications with sophisticated winning strategies. Succinct specifications are important: specifications are *trusted* because proving the *wrong theorem* would not ensure correctness. Relatives without this separation include SL \[[@CR14]\], ATL \[[@CR2]\], CATL \[[@CR27]\], SDGL \[[@CR23]\], structured strategies \[[@CR49]\], DEL \[[@CR3], [@CR5], [@CR56]\], evidence logic \[[@CR4]\], and Angelic Hoare Logic \[[@CR35]\].

*Constructive Modal Logics.* We are interested in the semantics of games, thus we review constructive modal semantics generally. This should not be confused with game semantics \[[@CR1]\], which give a semantics to programs *in terms of* games. The main semantic approaches for constructive modal logics are intuitionistic Kripke semantics \[[@CR58]\] and realizability semantics \[[@CR32], [@CR38]\]. CGL \[[@CR9]\] used a realizability semantics which operate on a state, reminiscent of state in Kripke semantics, whereas we interpret CdGL formulas into type theory.

Modal Curry-Howard is relatively little-studied, and each author has their own emphasis. Explicit proof terms are considered for CGL \[[@CR9]\] and a small fragment thereof \[[@CR30]\]. Others \[[@CR13], [@CR18], [@CR59]\] focus on intuitionistic semantics for their logics, fragments of CGL. Our semantics should be of interest for these fragments. We omit proof terms for space. CdGL proof terms would extend CGL proof terms \[[@CR9]\] with a constructive version of existing classical ODE proof terms \[[@CR8]\]. Propositional modal logic \[[@CR37]\] has been interpreted as a type system.

*Hybrid Systems Synthesis.* Hybrid games synthesis is one motivation of this work. Synthesis of hybrid *systems* (1-player games) is an active area. The unique strength of proof-based synthesis is expressiveness: it can synthesize every provable system. CdGL proofs support first-order regular games with first-order (e.g., semi-algebraic) initial and goal regions. While synthesis and proof are both undecidable, interactive proof for undecidable logics is well-understood. The ModelPlex  \[[@CR36]\] synthesizer for CdGL's classical systems predecessor dL \[[@CR44]\] recently added \[[@CR11]\] proof-based synthesis to improve expressiveness. CdGL aims to provide a computational foundation for a more systematic proof-based synthesizer in the more general context of games.

Fully automatic synthesis, in contrast, restricts itself to small fragments in order to sidestep undecidability. Studied classes include rectangular hybrid games \[[@CR25]\], switching systems \[[@CR52]\], linear systems with polyhedral sets \[[@CR31], [@CR52]\], and discrete abstractions \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\]. A well-known \[[@CR55]\] *systems* synthesis approach translates specifications *into* finite-alternation games. Arbitrary first-order games are our *source* rather than *target* language. Their approach is only known to terminate for simpler classes \[[@CR50], [@CR51]\].

Constructive Hybrid Games {#Sec3}
=========================

Hybrid games in CdGL are 2-player, zero-sum, and perfect-information, where continuous subgames are ordinary differential equations (ODEs) whose duration is chosen by a player. Hybrid games should not be confused with *differential games* which compete continuously \[[@CR29], [@CR43]\]. The players considered in this paper are Angel and Demon where the player currently controlling choices is always called Angel, while the player waiting to play is always called Demon. For any game $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Syntax of CdGL {#Sec4}
--------------

We introduce the language of CdGL with three classes of expressions *e*: terms *f*, *g*,  games $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We introduce commonly used term constructs, which are not exhaustive because the language of terms is open. The simplest terms are *game variables* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 1 {#FPar1}
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CdGL is constructive, so Angel strategies make choices computably. Until his turn, Demon just observes Angel's choices, and does not care whether Angel made them computably. We discuss game-playing informally here, then formally in Sect. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. In are the ODE and dual games, which respectively distinguish hybrid games from discrete games and games from systems.

### Definition 2 {#FPar2}
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### Definition 3 {#FPar3}

**(CdGL** **Formulas).** The CdGL *formulas* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Standard connectives are defined from games and comparisons. Verum ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For convenience, we also write derived operators where Demon is given control of a single choice before returning control to Angel. The *Demonic choice* defined says Demon chooses which branch to take, but Angel controls the subgames. *Demonic repetition* is defined likewise by .
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Example Game {#Sec5}
------------

We give an example game and theorem statements, proven in \[[@CR10]\]. Automotive systems are a major class of CPS. As a simple indicative example we consider time-triggered 1-dimensional driving with adversarial timing. For maximum time *T* between control cycles, we let Demon choose any duration in \[0, *T*\]. When we need to prohibit pathological "Zeno" behaviors while keeping constraints realistic, we can further restrict $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We write *x* for the current position of the car, *v* for its velocity, *a* for the acceleration, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Typical theorems in DLs and GLs are *safety* and *liveness*: are unsafe states always avoided and are desirable goals eventually reached? Safety and liveness of the 1D *system* has been proved previously: safe driving ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Safety and liveness theorems, if designed carelessly, have trivial solutions including but not limited to Zeno behaviors. It is safe to remain at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a = A,$$\end{document}$ but not vice-versa. In contrast to DLs, GLs easily express the requirement that *the same* strategy is both safe and live: we must remain safe *while* reaching the goal. We use this *reach-avoid* specification because it is immune to trivial solutions. We give a new reach-avoid result for 1D driving.

### Example 4 {#FPar4}

*(Reach-avoid).* The following is provable in and CdGL:
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                \begin{document}$$t < T/2$$\end{document}$.Fig. 1.Safe driving envelope (Color figure online)

1D driving is well-studied for classical systems, but the constructive reach-avoid proof \[[@CR10]\] is subtle. The proof constructs an envelope of safe upper and live lower bounds on velocity as a function of position (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The blue point indicates where Angel must begin to brake to ensure time-triggered safety. It is surprising that Angel can achieve postcondition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon > 0$$\end{document}$. This relaxation is often enough to make the theorem provable, and reflects the fact that real agents only expect to reach their goal within finite precision.

Type-Theoretic Semantics {#Sec6}
========================

In this section, we define the semantics of hybrid games and game formulas in type theory. We start with assumptions on the underlying type theory.

Type Theory Assumptions {#Sec7}
-----------------------

We assume a Calculus of Inductive and Coinductive Constructions (CIC)-like type theory \[[@CR15], [@CR16], [@CR54]\] with polymorphism and dependency. We write *M* for terms and to say *M* has type $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We use one predicative universe which we write $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Semantics of CdGL {#Sec8}
-----------------

Terms *f*, *g* are type-theoretic functions of type . We will need differential terms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is worth comparing the Angelic and Demonic semantics of . An Angel strategy says how to compute *x*. A Demon strategy simply accepts $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof Calculus {#Sec9}
==============

To enable direct syntactic proof, we give a natural deduction-style system for CdGL. We write $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} gives the propositional game rules. Rule \[?\]E is modus ponens and \[?\]I is implication introduction because is implication. Angelic choices are disjunctions introduced by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} covers assignment, choice, sequencing, duals, and monotonicity. Angelic games have injectors ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Monotonicity (M) is Lemma [7](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} in rule form. The second premiss writes to indicate that the bound variables of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Like any first-order program logic, CdGL proofs contain first-order reasoning at the leaves. Decidability of constructive real arithmetic is an open problem \[[@CR33]\], so first-order facts are proven manually in practice. Our semantics embed CdGL into type theory; we defer first-order arithmetic proving to the host theory. Even effectively-well-founded $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} gives the ODE rules, which are a constructive version of those from  \[[@CR42]\]. For nilpotent ODEs such as the plant of Example [4](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}, reasoning via solutions is possible. Since CdGL supports nonlinear ODEs which often do not have closed-form solutions, we provide invariant-based rules, which are complete \[[@CR46]\] for invariants of polynomial ODEs. *Differential induction* DI \[[@CR41]\] says $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theory: Soundness {#Sec10}
=================

Following constructive counterparts of classical soundness proofs for , we prove that the CdGL proof calculus is sound: provable formulas are true in the CIC semantics. For the sake of space, we give statements and some outlines here, reporting all proofs and lemmas elsewhere \[[@CR10]\]. Similar lemmas have been used to prove soundness of  \[[@CR45]\], but our new semantics lead to simpler statements for Lemmas [10](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} and [11](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"}. The coincidence property for terms is not proved but assumed, since we inherit a semantic treatment of terms from the host theory. Let be *s* with the values of *x* and *y* swapped. Let be $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 9 {#FPar9}
-------

**(Uniform renaming).** Let rename *x* and *y* in proof term *M*.

If then .

Lemma 10 {#FPar10}
--------
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Lemma 11 {#FPar11}
--------
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There exists *M* such that iff there exists *N* such that .There exists *M* such that iff there exists *N* such that .

Definition 12 {#FPar12}
-------------

**(Term substitution admissibility** \[[@CR40], **Def. 6**\]**).** For a formula $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 13 {#FPar13}
--------

**(Term substitution).** Let substitute *f* for *x* in proof term *M*. Let and be admissible.

If then .

The converse implication also holds, though its witness is not necessarily *M*.

Soundness of the proof calculus follows from the lemmas, and soundness of the ODE rules employing several known results from constructive analysis.

Theorem 14 {#FPar14}
----------

**(Soundness).** If holds, then sequent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof Sketch {#FPar15}
------------

By induction on the derivation. The assignment case holds by Lemma [13](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} and Lemma [9](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}. Lemma [10](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} and Lemma [11](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"} are applied when maintaining truth of a formula across changing state. The equality and inequality cases of DI and DV employ the constructive mean-value theorem  \[[@CR10], Thm. 21\], which has been formalized, e.g., in Coq \[[@CR17]\]. Rules DW, bsolve, and dsolve follow from the semantics of ODEs. Rule DC uses the fact that prefixes of solutions are solutions. Rule DG uses constructive Picard-Lindelöf \[[@CR34]\], which constitutes an algorithm for arbitrarily approximating the solution of any Lipschitz ODE, with a convergence rate depending on its Lipschitz constant.    $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We have shown that every provable formula is true in the type-theoretic semantics. Because the soundness proof is constructive, it amounts to an extraction algorithm from CdGL into type theory: for each CdGL proof, there exists a program in type theory which inhabits the corresponding type of the semantics.

Theory: Extraction and Execution {#Sec11}
================================

Another perspective on constructivity is that provable properties must have witnesses. We show Existential and Disjunction properties providing witnesses for existentials and disjunctions. For modal formulas and we show proofs can be *used as* winning strategies: a big-step operational semantics $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 15 {#FPar16}
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**(Existential Property).** Let . If then there exist terms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 16 {#FPar17}
--------

**(Disjunction Property).** If then there exists a proof term *N* such that or .

The proofs follow their counterparts in type theory. The Disjunction Property considers truth at a *specific state*. Validity of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Corollary 17 {#FPar18}
------------

**(Consistency).** It is never the case that both and are inhabited.

Proof {#FPar19}
-----
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Conclusion and Future Work {#Sec12}
==========================

We extended Constructive Game Logic CGL to CdGL for constructive *hybrid* games. We contributed new semantics. We presented a natural deduction proof calculus for CdGL and used it to prove reach-avoid correctness of 1D driving with adversarial timing. We showed soundness and constructivity results.

The next step is to implement a proof checker, game interpreter, and synthesis tool for CdGL. Function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsf {play}$$\end{document}$ is the high-level interpreter algorithm, while synthesis would commit to one Angel strategy and allow black-box Demon implementations for an external environment. Angel strategies are positive and are synthesized by extracting witnesses from each introduction rule. Demonic invariants and test conditions describe allowed observable behaviors. Demon strategies are negative and characterized by observable behaviors, so it suffices to monitor their compliance with invariants and test conditions extracted from the proof.
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